International Visiting Fellowships 2022

Goethe University and the Johanna Quandt Young Academy at Goethe are offering four visiting Research Fellowships in 2022.

The Johanna Quandt Young Academy at Goethe (JQYA) provides a platform for interdisciplinary discourse among outstanding early career researchers. It not only supports researchers financially, but offers diverse opportunities to develop and shape their unique, independent academic profile in a global context. By facilitating freedom for scientific research, the Young Academy significantly supports effective career development in the R3 phase, bundles scientific potential for future academic leadership and contributes to the (further) development of excellence at Goethe University.

We intend to inspire outstanding international researchers with an established scientific reputation to join the Academy. In particular, we address junior research group leaders and advanced postdocs who have been awarded highly competitive third-party funding and who are considering setting up their own research group at Goethe University, within the Rhine-Main University Alliance, or at other international universities in close collaboration with Goethe University.

Application deadlines: 15.05. and 01.10.2022

Funding: Fellowships, up to € 15 000 each, provided indirectly by the German Research Foundation (DFG), as allowance for guest researchers for a research visit (1-3 months) at Goethe University

Applicants: External international postdocs and junior research group leaders (advanced R2 and R3, preferably in first application phase MSCA PF, ERC, EN, etc.).

Prerequisites:
- Research project linked to the academy topic "Connectivity. Networks. Flows."
- Strong connection to research areas of Goethe University institutions, joint projects or cluster initiatives
- Commitment to the JQYA and Goethe University (active engagement in the Academy’s programme and public presentation during the funding period)

Application documents:
- Motivation letter demonstrating how the applicant’s research aligns with the prospective hosting institution at Goethe University and how it integrates with the current JQYA theme (max. 1200 characters including spaces)
- Curriculum Vitae, including the five most important publications
- Endorsement from the hosting institution or department (official letter of support)

Contact: Please address your application or queries to the JQYA office (Ms Katharina Welling).